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Delamination of thin film strips
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Abstract

Delamination of residually stressed thin film strips is analyzed to expose the dependence on strip width and filmysubstrate
elastic mismatch. Isotropic films and substrates are assumed. The residual stress in the film is tensile and assumed to originate
from mismatch due to thermal expansion or epitaxial deposition. Full and partial delamination modes are explored. In full
delamination, the interface crack extends across the entire width of the strip and releases all the elastic energy stored in the strip
as the crack propagates along the interface. The energy release rate available to propagate the interface crack is a strong function
of the strip width and the elastic modulus of the film relative to that of the substrate. The energy release rate associated with full
delamination is determined as a function of the interface crack length from initiation to steady-state, revealing a progression of
behavior depending in an essential way on the three dimensionality of the strip. The dependence of the energy release rate on the
remaining ligament as the interface crack converges with the strip end has also been calculated, and the results provide an
effective means for inferring interface toughness from crack arrest position. A partial delamination propagates along the strip
leaving a narrow width of strip attached to the substrate. In this case, the entire elastic energy stored in the strip is not released
because the strain component parallel to the strip is not relaxed. A special application is also considered, in which a residually
stressed metal superlayer is deposited onto a polymer strip. The energy release rate for an interface crack propagating along the
interface between the polymer and the substrate is determined in closed form.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Thin film strips bonded to a substrate are commonly
encountered in a variety of applications, such as metal
conduction lines in microelectronic devices and optical
waveguides in photonic devices. The film strips are
often under residual stress, originating from epitaxy,
deposition processes, or thermal expansion mismatch.
Stress concentration at the film edges makes edges
preferred sites to initiate delaminations along the filmy
substrate interfacew1x. Examples of full delamination of
film strips are shown in Fig. 1a,w2x. Partial delamina-
tions are seen in Fig. 1b wherein the interface separation
propagates along one side of the strip leaving a portion
of the strip on the other side still bonded to the substrate.
The mechanics underlying these two modes of delam-
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ination will be studied with emphasis on the role of
strip width and filmysubstrate elastic mismatch.

Attention is focussed on isotropic films strips of width
w and thicknessh with Young’s modulusE , Possion’sf

ratio n and coefficient of thermal expansiona . Thef f

corresponding quantities for the isotropic substrate are
E , n and a . The substrate is assumed infinitely deeps s s

compared to the film thickness. For some of the results
given in the paper, elastic mismatch is measured by the
two Dundurs’ parameters:

2 2E y 1yn yE y 1ynŽ . Ž .f f s s
a s andD 2 2E y 1yn qE y 1ynŽ . Ž .f f s s

E 1qn 1y2n yE 1qn 1y2nŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .f s s s f f1
b s (1)D 2E 1qn 1y2n qE 1qn 1y2nŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .f s s s f f

In most bi-material problems crack problems, the
second Dundurs parameter,b , has relatively littleD

influence on the energy release ratew3x. To reduce the
number of parameters considered in this study, the role
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Fig. 1. Delamination of thin strips of an epoxy film with a superlayer of Ni under high residual tension fromw2x. The interface which debonds
lies between the epoxy and a self-assemble monolayer on a AuySi substrate.(a) Full delamination;(b) partial delamination.

of b will be ignored by taking it to be zero in all theD

numerical calculations.
In this paper, the residual stress is assumed to origi-

nate from thermal expansion mismatch due to a temper-
ature change,DT, from the zero-stress state. WithDas
a ya andDaDT)0, the residual stress in the bondeds f

film is tensile, and this is the case that will be empha-
sized. Residual stress due to epitaxial mismatch can be
recast in terms of thermal expansion mismatch.

If the width of the film strip is very large compared
to the film thickness(wyh41), the stress state in the
interior of the film (well away from the edges and the
ends) is equi-biaxial tension with

E DaDTf
s ss ss ' (2)xx yy 0 1ynf

At the other extreme for narrow strips when the width
is comparable to the thickness(wyhf1), the bonded
film is constrained by the substrate in thex-direction
but only minimally in they-direction such that the stress
state away from the ends is approximately uniaxial with

Us ss 'E DaDT (3)xx 0 f

ands (0, except near the filmysubstrate interface.yy

There are three fundamental elastic energy densities
(strain energy per unit area) which are central to
understanding the delamination of film strips. We denote
them asL , L , L and term them, respectively, as theB 0 U

energy density for biaxial stress, energy density under
plane strain release, and energy density for uniaxial
stress. For a wide film strip, the elastic energy density
in the bonded film away from the edges and ends,
arising from the equi-biaxial stress state(Eq. (2)), is

This energy is relaxed in a zone along2(1yn )s hyE .f 0 f

the edges and ends. For sufficiently wide and long

strips, the energy density in the interior region of the
strip is

1ynŽ .f Ef 22L s s hs DaDT h (4)Ž .B 0E 1ynŽ .f f

The steady-state energy release rate, for fullḠ ,ss

delamination of a wide film strip will equalL , minusB

a deficit due to the edge zones. If the same wide film
strip is released in such a way that it undergoes no
strain change parallel to the crack front, then away from
the sides the released energy density is

21yn 1qn EŽ . Ž .f f f
2 2L s s hs (DaDT) h (5)0 02E 2 1ynŽ .f f

This is usually referred to as the plane strain energy
release rate, and under conditions when this constraint
is applicable, the energy release isL . The elastic0

energy density stored in the narrow strip(wyhf1) away
from its ends under the uniaxial state(Eq. (3)) is

such thatU2s hy(2E )0 f

1 1*2 2L s s hs E (DaDT) h (6)U 0 f2E 2f

The steady-state energy release rate for full delami-
nation of a narrow strip will be approximatelyL .U

For positive values ofn , the fundamental energyf

densities are ordered according toL )L )L . ForB 0 U

n s1y3, L yL s2y3 and L yL s1y3. The impor-f 0 B U B

tance of strip width and filmysubstrate elastic mismatch
on delamination can be anticipated from the plot of

as a function ofwyh in Fig. 2 for four values ofL̄yLB

elastic mismatch. Here, is the energy density of anL̄

infinitely long strip averaged across the strip. The
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Fig. 2. Average energy density, , as a function of strip width toL̄yLB

thickness ratio,wyh, for infinitely long strips for several values of the
filmysubstrate elastic mismatch parameter,a . The steady-state ener-D

gy release rate for full delamination of the strip equals the average

energy density: .¯Ḡ sLss

Fig. 3.(a) A residually stressed semi-infinite film strip on a substrate;
(b) Detached strip subject to uniform pre-stress;(c) The reduced
problem without initial residual stress.

method for computing will be described in the nextL̄

section, where it will also be noted that is when¯Ḡ Lss

full delamination occurs. The average energy density,

is well approximated by the uniaxial energy density,L̄,

L , for wyh-2. The approach of toL as wyhL̄U B

increases depends strongly on the elastic mismatch. Even

when there is no mismatch(a s0), however, is onlyL̄D

85% of L when wyhs20. If the substrate is veryB

compliant compared to the film(e.g. a s0.9 in Fig.D

2), still remains only slightly aboveL whenwyhsL̄ U

20. These trends are consistent with the effective width
of an edge zone as determined byw4x, Fig. 4.8; w5x: it
scales with The impli-2 2w xh(1q (1yn )y(1yn ) E yE ).s f f s

cation of the trends in Fig. 2 is that the energy release
rate available to drive a full delamination is highly
dependent on strip width and elastic mismatch. The
effect of thermal stress in uniformly spaced parallel
strips on substrate curvature has been determined in
related workw6x.

2. Solution methods

2.1. Residual stress distribution and energy release rate
for interface cracks

Fig. 3 provides a schematic for understanding how
the residual stress in the film and substrate is distributed
and a method by which it can be computed. Fig. 3a
depicts the film bonded to the substrate and residually
stressed due to the thermal mismatch,DaDT. This
distribution can be computed as the superposition of the
two problems in Fig. 3b and c. In Fig. 3b, the substrate
is unstressed with the film detached from the substrate
and subject to a normal tension,s , on all its edges.0

The film experiences the uniform, equi-biaxial stress
state(Eq. (2)) that precisely accounts for the expansion
or epitaxial mismatch, apart from redistribution around

the edges. In Fig. 3c, the film is bonded to the substrate
and the sole loading is a normal compressive stress,s ,0

applied uniformly around the edges of the film(there
are no residual stresses in this problem). This is called
the reduced problem. The stresses associated with the
reduced problem occur in both film and substrate and
they are localized around the edges and ends of the film
when the strip is wide and long. The full stress distri-
bution (Fig. 3a) is the sum of the two distributions in
Fig. 3b and c.

If a crack exists at the interface between the film and
the substrate, it has no influence on the problem in Fig.
3b and, in particular, this problem makes no contribution
to the stress intensity factors or energy release rate at
any point along the crack edge. Thus, for any interface
crack, the stress intensity factors and the energy release
rate are obtained from the reduced problem in Fig. 3c
in the presence of the crack. This decomposition is
widely employed in plane problems. It is valid in 3D
problems and greatly facilitates computations of some
of the results presented below.

2.2. Steady-state energy release rates for full or partial
delaminations

Fig. 4 illustrates the scheme for computing the aver-
age steady-state energy release rate of the interface
delamination crack. Although the problem is 3D, the
steady-state release rate can be computed from two 2D
plane strain problems. Let be the steady-state energyḠss

release rate averaged across the propagating crack front
(the forward front for the partial delamination in Fig.
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Fig. 4. Upstream and downstream sections for(a) steady-state full
delamination and(b) steady-state partial delamination.

4b). Elementary energy accounting gives̄G wsss

where SE ySE(SE ySE ),upstream downstream upstream downstream

is the difference between the strain energy per unit
length of slab in thex-direction of slabs far ahead and
far behind the crack front. The problem for each of
these two slabs is 2D, and the result applies for a crack
front of any shape.

For the full delamination in Fig. 4a, SE s0upstream

because both the film and the substrate are unstressed
far downstream. The plane strain problem for the
upstream slab gives

h1
SE sL wq2= s u z dz (7)Ž .upstream B 0 y|2 0

whereu (z) is the displacement normal to the edge ofy

the film in the reduced problem due tos . The second0

contribution in Eq.(7) is negative and it represents the
deficit in the stored energy due to relaxation along the
strip edges.(The average energy density in the bonded

strip introduced in Fig. 2 is ) TheL̄sSE yw.upstream

contribution from the reduced plane strain problem in
Eq. (7) has the general form

w z2 2x |1yn s hwyE g a ,b ,wyhŽ . Ž .f 0 f D Dy ~

and thus it follows that

Ḡ sL 1y 1qn g a ,b ,wyh (8)Ž Ž . Ž ..ss B f D D

The function which accounts(1qn )g(a ,b ,wyh),f D D

for the edge deficit in the release rate, is computed in a
straightforward manner by applying a 2D finite element
method to the reduced plane strain problem.

The energy release rate for the partial delamina-Ḡss

tion in Fig. 4b can be computed in two ways: either by
computing SE directly using finite elementdownstream

method(SE is identical to that just determined)upstream

or by the following alternative route. Consider the plane
strain problem for the downstream geometry where an
infinite interface crack parallel to the strip emerging
from one side of the strip(cs0) and spreading across
the strip to lengthc with a bonded ligament of length
bswyc. Denote the energy release rate of this interface
crack byG . It has the general functional formside

G sL f a ,b ,cyh,wyh (9)Ž .side 0 D D

The function f is also computed using a 2D finite
element code applied to the reduced problem. This
energy release rate is of interest for two reasons. It
controls the length of the remaining ligament of a partial
delamination, as will be discussed later. It also provides
the average steady-state energy release rate for the partial
delamination front propagating down the strip according
to

c

Ḡ cs G c dc (10)Ž .ss sides|
0

This result applies to a crack front of any shape. It
follows from Eq.(9) that

cyh B E B Eh c w c¯ C F C FG sL f a ,b , , d (11)ss 0 D D|
D G D Gc h h h0

2.3. Energy release rates requiring 3D calculations

The steady-state energy release rates of full and partial
delaminations can be computed from 2D solutions as
described above. Results for full delaminations for
several non-steady state problems that are intrinsically
3D will also be presented. In these cases, the interface
crack is taken to be straight and perpendicular to the
sides of the strip. These problems have been solved
using the finite element method with a 3D meshw7x.
The average energy release rate is computed by evalu-
ating theJ-integral as a function of position along the
crack front and integrating to obtain the average value.

3. Steady-state energy release rates

3.1. Full delaminations

The effect of the width of the strip and the elastic
mismatch between the film and the substrate, as meas-
ured by a , on the steady-state energy release rate ofD

full delaminations is displayed in Fig. 2 by virtue of the

fact that . For very narrow strips, approaches¯¯ ¯G sL Gss ss

L , while for sufficiently largewyh, approachesḠU ss

L from below. For wide strips the relaxed edge zoneB

along the sides has a fixed width which scales with the
film thickness h and elastic mismatch according to

w4,7x. Thus, as the strip2 2w xh(1q (1yn )y(1yn ) E yE )s f f s
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Fig. 5. Energy release rates for partial delamination as a function of
delamination widthc for wyhs50. (a) Steady-state rate for the prop-

agating front, ;(b) Energy release rate along the side of theḠfront

delamination crack well behind the front,G .side

becomes wider the edge zones make smaller relative
contributions to the average stored energy. The stiffer
the substrate relative to the film, the narrower the edge
zone, but it is never less than about one film thickness
even in the limit when the substrate is infinitely stiff.
As remarked in connection with the earlier discussion
of Fig. 2, a system witha sy0.5 (substrate modulusD

three times that of the film) or a s0 (no elasticD

mismatch) has approximately 15–10% belowLḠss B

when wyhs20. By contrast, is only slightly aboveḠss

L and less thanL y2 when wyhs20 for a systemU B

with a s0.9, corresponding a film modulus approxi-D

mately 20 times that of the substrate. In this case, the
strip is effectively narrow as far as the energetics of
delamination are concerned. Most metal or ceramic film
strips on polymer substrates will have unlessḠ (Lss U

they are extremely wide.

3.2. Partial delaminations

Curves ofG and as a function of delaminationḠside ss

width, cyh, for the partial delamination are presented in
Fig. 5 for a strip widthwyhs50 and several mismatches,
a .D

First, we direct attention to the energy release rate,
G , on the straight crack front far behind the propa-side

gating front. If the strip were much wider than that
shown (e.g. so wide that the edge zones have no
interaction), one would observe thatG rapidly risesside

to L and then levels off atcyhf1y4, as shown earlier0

for a semi-infinite film under plane strain interface
cracking w8x. This is essentially what is seen in Fig. 5
for the case of the film with the smallest modulus
relative to the substrate(a sy0.5). (However,cyhsD

4 is the smallest value for whichG has been com-side

puted here.) Note thatG will not exceed the planeside

strain release densityL . The extent to whichG falls0 side

below L in Fig. 5 for delaminations roughly halfway0

across the strip is due to the partial relaxation of stress
across the entire strip because of its finite width,
especially for a stiff film on a compliant substrate(a sD

0.5).
As c™w, a phenomenon called a ‘converging

debond’ w8,9x is observed withG ™0. The effect isside

readily understood in terms of the relaxed energy stored
in the remaining ligament in the edge zone. It is evident
from the behavior displayed in Fig. 5 that the edge zone
is on the order of 5h for a low film to substrate modulus
ratio (a sy0.5), increasing to roughly 20h for a highD

film ysubstrate modulus ratio(a s0.5). The edge zonesD

are surprisingly large, consistent with the trends noted
in connection with Fig. 2.

The steady-state energy release rate for the propagat-
ing partial delamination front, , which is related toḠss

G by Eq. (11), is nearly independent ofcyh with aside

slight drop ascyh™wyh. It is also always belowL ,0

and one can show that for a partial delamination isḠss

always less than that for a full delamination, as expected
on physical grounds due to the constraint provided by
the attached ligament along one edge. It is for this
reason that does not approach the correspondingḠss

result for the full delamination asc™w.

3.3. Partial or full delamination?

For steady-state delamination, the energy release rate
for full delamination always exceeds that for partial
delamination, by a factor of forL yL s2y(1qn )B 0 f

sufficiently wide strips. Why then does full delamination
(cf. Fig. 1a) not always take precedence over partial
delamination(cf. Fig. 1b)? The question is a natural
one based on the following. If the criterion isḠ sGss c

met for partial delamination, withG as the interfacec

toughness(with units of energyyarea), then clearly the
full delamination energy release rate will exceedG .1c

Underlying the existence of partial delaminations is the
converging debond effect as reflected by the behavior
of G as c™w in Fig. 5. Consider a delaminationsides

starting at a corner at one end of the strip and spreading
down and across the strip(delaminations emerging from
corner locations are considered in Ref.w10x). If the
delamination is initiated in such a way that it extends
in the length direction without reaching the far side of
the strip, it may never be able to reach the strip edge.
The energy release along that portion of the crack front
diminishes sharply as the crack converges with edge.

A possible effect of mode mix on interface toughness is not taken1

into account in this argument, but the difference between the mode
mix for partial and full delaminations is not expected to be very
large. The mode mix for the various interface crack geometries has
not been computed in this study.
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Fig. 6. Full delamination for two end geometries:(a) Strip end ter-
minating in the interior of the substrate surface and(b) Strip end
aligned with substrate edge.

Fig. 7. Comparison of energy release rates, , for full delaminationḠ
for a crack emerging from the end of a strip for an end terminating
in the interior of the substrate(a) and for an end aligned with the
substrate edge(b); in both cases for narrow strip withws2h.

On the other hand, if the delamination is initiated in
such a way that the crack front extends across the entire
strip, it can then propagate down the strip unimpeded
as a full delamination. Strip delamination is one of many
examples where the preferred fracture mode cannot be
ascertained by energetic arguments alone. In the strip
delaminations observed in the experimentsw2x in Fig.
1, full delaminations were observed more often than
partial delaminations, but starter cracks that extended
across the entire strip were intentionally introduced at
one end for most of these specimens. In general, partial
delaminations are only to be expected if the strip width

is sufficiently large such that is well aboveL .L̄ U

4. Stripysubstrate geometry and crack length
dependence

4.1. Influence of geometry at the end of the film strip
on initiation of a full delamination

Consider the two geometries at the end of the strips
shown in Fig. 6: one terminating on the interior of the
substrate surface and the other with its end aligned with
the edge of the substrate. Under plane strain conditions
for infinitely wide strips, there is a significant difference
between the two cases in the manner which the energy
release rate approaches the steady-state limitw8x. For
the strip terminating on the substrate interior,̄G
approaches once the crack length is only a smallḠss

fraction of the film thickness. By contrast, when the
film end is aligned with the substrate edge, remainsḠ
well below for cracks that can be many times theḠss

film thickness, especially so if the film modulus is high
compared to the substrate modulus. The extra compli-
ance supplied by the edge of the substrate results in a

built-in protection against delamination initiation that
does not exist for strips terminating on the substrate
interior. This feature carries over to the strips of Fig. 6,
with the additional complications associated with finite
strip width.

The results of 3D finite element computations as
described in Section 2.3 for the two strip end geometries
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 reveals the influence
of end geometry on an interface crack of lengtha
extending from the end of a relatively narrow strip
having wyhs2. When the strip end is located on the
substrate interior(Fig. 7a), is very nearly its steady-Ḡ
state limit, , whenayhs1y4, the smallest crackḠss

lengths for which results have been computed. The
steady-state asymptotes are denoted as dashed lines with
dependence on elastic mismatch as discussed earlier. By
contrast, for a narrow strip whose end is aligned with
the edge of the substrate(Fig. 7b), a much longer crack
is required to for to approach the steady-state limit.Ḡ
If there is no elastic mismatch, is approached forayḠss

hf5, while if the film modulus is very large compared
to that of the substrate(a s9), is still well belowḠD

steady-state limit whenayhs20.
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Fig. 8. Energy release rates, for full delamination for cracks emerg-Ḡ,
ing from the end of a strips for an end terminating in the interior of
the substrate forws10h andws20h.

Fig. 9. Full delaminations converging on(a) a strip end and(b) on
another delamination approaching from the opposite direction. The
two configurations are quantitatively similar.

Further results for for wider strips whose endsḠ(a)
are located on the substrate surface interior are presented
in Fig. 8. As for the narrow strip, jumps from 0 atḠ
ayhs0 to a relatively large intermediate value atayhs
1y4 (the smallest crack length for which calculations
have been carried out here). Then, asayh increases,̄G
slowly increases approaching the steady-state limit
(again shown as a dashed line) when afwy2. When
the crack is as long as, or longer than,afwy2, essen-
tially all the elastic energy stored in the separated portion
of the strip well behind the tip is released and thus
conditions for steady-state are met. For shorter cracks,
when a is on the order ofh, the separated portion of
the strip is constrained in the direction parallel to the
crack front. If the strip were even wider than those in
Fig. 8, one would find that for these intermediateḠfL0

crack lengths, but the values in Fig. 8 fall belowL0

due to the relative narrowness of these strips.
The full delamination behavior displayed in Figs. 7

and 8 is intrinsically 3D reflecting interactions among
crack length, strip width and filmysubstrate elastic mis-

match. The steady-state energy release rate and its
dependence on strip width and elastic mismatch is the
key to understanding the behavior. Initiation of delami-
nation depends on the behavior of short cracks on the
order of the film thickness. Strips whose ends are aligned
with the substrate edge have an inherent ‘protection’
against delamination initiation in the sense that fairly
large initial flaws are needed to propagate a delamina-
tion. Much smaller flaws on the order of a fraction of
the film thickness will initiate a delamination for a strip
whose end terminates in the interior of the substrate.

4.2. Converging delaminations

Film width and elastic mismatch also influence the
energy release rate of a delamination approaching the
end of a strip or another delamination crack propagating
the opposite direction(Fig. 9). This dependence is
important because the distance of the arrest from the
end of the strip or from the approaching delamination
has been employed as a reliable experimental means of
determining the interface toughnessw2,11x. Plane strain
behavior has been investigated in Refs.w8,9x. It was
found that there is essentially no difference between the
two cases considered in Fig. 9. For finite width strips,
we expect that, as long as the bonded ligament of length
b is greater than approximatelywy2, there will be little
difference between the two converging delamination
situations depicted in Fig. 9. The computations carried
out here have been limited to the symmetric case where
two delaminations approach each other, as in Fig. 9b.
The behavior is intrinsically 3D.

Average energy release rates, , for full delami-Ḡ(b)
nations as a function of the remaining ligament,b, are
shown in Fig. 10a forwyhs2 and in Fig. 10b forwy
hs20. For sufficiently long ligaments, , where¯ ¯GsGss

the steady-state release rate corresponds to the particular
strip width and elastic mismatch(shown as dashed lines
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Fig. 10. Energy release rate as function of remaining ligament length
for symmetric convergent debonding.(a) ws2h; (b) ws20h.

Fig. 11. Delamination of a bilayer. In the numerical example, the
lower film is epoxy and the upper film, the superlayer, is Ni deposited
with a high residual tension.

in Fig. 10). As the ligament length diminishes and the
delamination senses its twin propagating in the opposite

direction, diminishes and approaches zero asb™0.Ḡ
The converging delaminations lower the stress in the
attached portion of the film, leaving less stored elastic
energy to be released. Delaminations sense each other
at ligament lengths that are many times the film thick-
ness, but depending in a surprisingly strong way on the
strip width and elastic mismatch. Delaminations of films
with high modulus relative to the substrate(e.g. a sD

0.9) sense each other at distances that can be many
times the strip width when the strip is narrow. Even
when there is no mismatch, the energy release rate of a
narrow strip begins its gradual descent to zero at when
the ligament is still several times the strip width. It is
for this reason that the arrest location is a robust means

of determining the critical associated with interfaceḠ
toughness. The same behavior applies to the scenario in
Fig. 9a with the delamination approaching the strip end.
It is evident from the selected results in Fig. 10 that the
energy release rate is a fairly strong function of the film
width, elastic mismatch and remaining ligament. These
dependencies must be known if the arrest location of a
converging debond is to be used to ascertain interface
toughness.

5. Superlayer on polymer film strip

The superlayer techniquew12x to study the debonding
of polymer–polymer interfaces whose chemistry was
varied systematicallyw2x. In the experimentsw2x, a self-
assembled monolayer(SAM) with either a CH or a3

COOH end member, was placed on a Si substrate coated
with a nano layer of Au. Then, an epoxy strip of
thickness 1mm was superposed. The toughness of the
interface between the SAM and the epoxy was explored.
While there is some residual tension in the epoxy, it is
not nearly sufficient to supply the energy to drive the
delamination crack. For this purpose, a top strip(the
superlayer) of Ni is deposited by vapor deposition,
bonding securely to the epoxy. The intrinsic residual
tension due to deposition of the Ni is on the order of 1
GPa. The thickness of the Ni layer is increased until
there is sufficient elastic energy stored in the Ni layer
to drive the delamination. The elastic energy stored in
the epoxy is negligible by comparison. The arrest
location of the delamination was found to provide a
more reliable means of determining the critical energy
release rate associated with the interface toughness than
the initiation valuew2x. Almost inevitably, initiation is
subject to uncertainty associated with the potency of
initial flaws. Typically, the system is overstressed(or
the superlayer overly thick) such that the steady-state
energy release exceeds the interface toughness. Under
these circumstances, the crack propagates dynamically
and arrests in the converging debond region. If the
relation between the energy release rate and the remain-
ing ligament length of the strip is known, the SAMy
epoxy interface toughness can be derived from
measuring the ligament length. In the model presented

below, for the purpose of calculating the energyḠ,
contributions from the SAM(which is only one molec-
ular length in thickness) and from the epoxy are ignored.
The epoxy contribution could readily be accounted for
if it were of any consequence. For this calculation, the
interface lies between the epoxy layer(E , n ) and the1 1

thick Si substrate(E , n ) (Fig. 11). The Ni layer(E ,2 2 3

n ) on top has a residual tensile pre-stress,s3 0.
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Fig. 12. Steady-state energy release rate for full delamination as a
function of strip width. The open marks are from FEM calculations
and solid curves are from Eq.(12).

Fig. 13. Energy release rate for full delamination approaching the end
of the super layer. The open marks are from FEM calculations and
solid curves are from Eq.(14). The upper curve is forE yE s0.11 3

and the lower forE yE s0.01, both forwyt s10.1 3 1

5.1. Steady-state energy release rate

The steady-state energy release rate for both full
delamination and partial delamination are calculated.
For full delamination, the strain energy in the down-
stream slab can be assumed be negligible since the
epoxy layer is much more compliant than the Ni
superlayer (E yE f10 ). The Ni layer is able toy3

1 3

release almost all its stress since the epoxy layer, which
is of comparable thickness, offers essentially no resis-
tance. The strain energy in the upstream slab is the
energy stored in the biaxially pre-stressed superlayer,
which is reduced by the relaxation of the stress at the
edges. The reduced problem for the upstream slab is a
plane strain problem. Because the epoxy layer is so
compliant compared to the superlayer, a one-dimensional
shear lag model can be used to accurately describe the
epoxyysuperlayer combinationw9x. The compliance of
the epoxy layer enables one to derive relatively simple
closed form approximations for the energy release rates
of interest. In this approach, the shear straing in the
epoxy is approximated byuyt with u(y) as the displace-1

ment of the Ni superlayer andt as the epoxy thickness.1

Then, one can estimate the strain energy in the upstream
slab and obtain the average steady energy release rate
of a full delamination crack as(see the Appendix in
Ref. w9x for analysis details)

2 w z1yn s t 1qn l B EŽ . Ž .3 0 3 3 w¯ x |C FG s 1y tanh (12)ss
D GE w 2ly ~3

Here, is proportional to the2 1y2ls(E t t y(1yn )m )3 1 3 3 1

edge zone width, with as the shearw xm sE y 2(1qn )1 1 1

modulus of the polymer and(t , t ) as the thickness of1 3

the polymer layer and superlayer, respectively. In Eq.
(12), is the limiting biaxial energy2(1yn )s t yE3 0 3 3

density of the Ni layer. Ifwfl, the pre-stress is relaxed
across the entire width of the strip. Formula Eq.(12) is
accurate when both the substrate and superlayer are
much stiffer than the intermediate polymer layer. The

shear lag approximation becomes invalid when the strip
is not wide compared to its thickness, and thus Eq.(12)
does not give the correct limit forwft . Fig. 12 presents1

a plot of as a function of strip width. The solid linesḠss

are calculated using Eq.(12) for t yt s0.4 with E y3 1 1

E s0.01 and 0.1. The characteristic lengthl in the two3

cases is 11.3t and 3.7t , respectively. Note that the1 1

substrate modulus does not appear in Eq.(12). The dots
represent results from finite element calculations in
which the substrate has the same elastic properties as
the superlayer. Additional finite element calculations
reveal that the modulus of the substrate has a little effect
on as long as the substrate modulus is many timesḠss

that of the polymer.
Similarly, the steady-state energy release rate for

partial debonding of a superlayer can also be estimated
when the shear lag approximation is invoked giving

2 21yn s tŽ .3 0 3
Ḡ sss E3

w zB E B E1 l wyc l w
C F C F= q tanh y tanh (13)x |
D G D G2 c 2l c 2ly ~

5.2. Convergent debonding for full delamination

When the interface crack approaches the end of the
strip, decreases to zero for the reasons discussedḠ
earlier. For an infinitely wide strip subject to plane strain
constraint parallel to the crack front, a closed form
expression for can be derivedw9x by applying theḠ
shear lag approach to the converging debond with the
result:

B Eb2¯ ¯ C FG(b)sG tanh (14)ss
D G2l

Here,b is the remaining ligament and underḠ sLss 0

the plane strain restriction. For full delamination of the
unconstrained strip of finite width, Eq.(14) supplies a
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reasonable approximation if Eq.(12) is used for inḠss

formula Eq.(14). The energy release rate is plotted as
a function of the remaining ligament,b, in Fig. 13 for
wyt s10 and the same two values ofE yE used for1 1 3

the steady-state results in Fig. 12. The solid lines are
based on Eq.(14) in conjunction with Eq.(12), and
the discrete points are from finite element calculations.
The Poisson ratios for the layers have been chosen as
n s0.45, andn s0.3, and the ratio of the thickness or1 3

the layers ist yt s0.4. In Fig. 13, the energy release3 1

rate starts to deviate from the steady-state value when
the remaining ligament is approximately 5l.
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